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Abstract

In present scenario education plays vital role in student’s life. Education is important for the every student. Education and youth are the backbone of every economy. In education, commerce sector is very important for other sectors. But in today’s era students are facing many problems especially in commerce education. This research paper is fully based on secondary data which is collected from internet or websites. In this study I found problems of commerce students and getting the solution on this problem. Commerce students are facing many problems like lack of resources, finance and interaction between industry and students or institutions. This problem solve by students and teachers by adopting the new technology and skills.

This research is only concern with problems faced by commerce students regarding the commerce education. In this research paper I am going to cover what are the problems faced by commerce students? And how to problem solve by commerce students?
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Introduction

Education plays a vital role in all sectors. Education is the backbone of student’s development. In today’s era like any other sector commerce is very important sector for the development of students. The scope of commerce sector is very wider in education. The commerce education provided the appropriate knowledge to the students regarding the present conditions. But commerce students have faced many problems in commerce sector like lack of resources, finance, entrepreneurial skills, facility and skillful education. In today’s and upcoming world skill development is
very important tool for students. Indian education system is very backward educational system as compared to foreign country therefore commerce students faced many problems. Commerce education sector provide numbers of opportunities to students but commerce students are not capable to crack it because they have insufficient knowledge related to it. In current situation numbers of job provided by E-commerce but students are not able to do this job because they have not sufficient knowledge. In this situation commerce students have new education policy like practical based knowledge and students-centered method and skillful technique.

Reviews of literatures

1. **D.S. Ranjitha (2016)** according to her challenges, trends and issues are given in their research papers. There are various problems or challenges faced by commerce education like lack of skill, Lack of necessary guidance to the students, Lack of updated & industry based syllabus, complexity of the Subject etc. and she said colleges can improve the students knowledge through by various program.

2. **D. J. Balamurugan and L. Priya Bharsini (19 Feb, 2017)** In their research paper they mentioned the challenges regarding the future development such as innovative teaching, training employability Skills information and communication technology.

3. **Dr. M.k. Ghadoliya, Shri. Khushal Das (08 August, 2019)** their research paper related to future prospectus. So the said that technology play a vital role in commerce and management education sector. So the Commerce education must contain knowledge, Skills and Practices etc.

4. **Rao Hanumantha and Rao srinivas (2008)** According to them quality of higher education is the biggest problem for the commerce students. They said the professors and institutions are not provided the proper knowledge, internet and better infrastructure to the students. And time to time provided seminar and research for the development of teachers.

5. **Devrshi Upadhyay (May – September 2016)** according to him commerce sector is the good option for education. But in commerce sector students can faced the challenges like lack of infrastructure, e-merchandise and lack of well qualified commerce teachers etc. this type of challenges are faced by the commerce students.

Objectives

1) To know the problems faced by commerce students.

2) Give valuable suggestions.
Problems faced by commerce students

1) Lack of Resources: - India is developing country, but still it failed to fulfill the basic infrastructure facilities needed in commerce students in India. Because in India most of the students are facing challenges such as proper skillful education, lack of learning resources, inadequate internet facility, computer facility, etc.

2) Lack of Finance: - Lots in initiatives and steps are taken by Govt. of India in the improvement & development of commerce education. But still Govt. of India is failed to fulfill the needs and demands of institutions, failed to grant the enough financial support to the commerce education institution. In short commerce gives/provides negative impact on the development of commerce students in India.

3) Lack of Interaction between institutions & industries: - Lack of interaction between institutions and industries means, students have a lack of practical knowledge. They don’t aware about the working of industries. It is the essential drawback or weakness of the education system of India.

4) Lack of classroom facility: - The various classroom problems with poor multi-media facility, lack of projects system, poor teaching facility & lack of seating arrangement creates problems for the Indian Commerce students.

5) Lack of courses and Programs: - There are various commerce education courses but still it is failed to provide real knowledge and information about the courses to the students.

6) Theoretical & syllabus oriented: - In commerce education sector students are getting the knowledge only theoretical and syllabus oriented it means old knowledge. It does not provide proper information related to market because of lack of innovation & inventions in the syllabus.

7) Lack of updated knowledge in faculty: - in commerce sector faculty member or teacher’s haven’t a practical or update or skillful knowledge regarding their subjects. Therefore, they create negative impacts on commerce students.

8) Lack of eligibility: - In India, there are some institution, where some ineligible teachers are handling the courses because of syllabus oriented and theoretical oriented commerce and management education.

9) Entrepreneurship training: - Entrepreneurship training is the most important tool for, inspiration, motivation, creativity, innovation etc. Because an entrepreneurial skill helps the Indian education graduates to use their ability and generate employment opportunities in the society and also helps in the growth & development of the society as well as country.

10) Counseling: - Counseling is essential for students because it helps the students to decide goal, career objects and future. It also helps to provide guidance to the students related to the syllabus and courses.
Statement of problems

Now a day’s large numbers of problems were faced by commerce students. Therefore, the researchers are interested to know, what are the problems faced by commerce students?

This study is stated as, “A study on Problems Faced by Commerce students”. This research paper is undertaken to know the problems face by commerce students and find out solutions of these problems.

Research methodology

For research purpose, we used the secondary data. Our total paper is based on secondary data which we have collected from articles, magazines, journals, newspapers and some website

Data collection techniques

Secondary data method is used to perform these research papers.

Secondary Data

For this research paper the data is collected from different kinds of sources like internet, magazines, and some website.

Findings

1) The commerce students are facing many problems about their stream. Because, they haven’t sufficient knowledge about commerce education.

2) To updated commerce students, teachers have to acquire more and more knowledge regarding these subjects. If teachers have sufficient knowledge, then commerce moving to improvement.

3) India is very poor country in the case of education (commerce education).

4) For the development of knowledge in commerce students, they’re facing some problems like lack of counseling and lack of infrastructure and lack of interaction between industry and students.

5) The college or institutions provided the digital technology to increasing knowledge of students. Colleges have to be provide the computer in every college and giving the skillful education to the students.

Suggestions

1) For solving the problem, the colleges or institutions have a well qualified teachers or professors. Every teacher have a practical and skillful knowledge regarding the commerce education.

2) Provide the better infrastructure facility because today’s students are the generation of technology so they have computer knowledge like tally software and also provided internet facility for the student’s development. Because, if the students are developed indirectly economy will also going to develop.

3) Most of the students faced problem regarding what to do in future. For the encouragement of student and deciding their goal professor’s or teacher’s have a better counseling quality. If teacher’s have a better counselor quality so, students are able to decide their aim or goal about the future.
4) In colleges or institution teachers are not have to teach only theoretical matter they teach the students practical knowledge about their subject. And provide the updated information to the students. For providing update information to students, teachers must to be update about what will happened in future.

5) For the increasing learning capacity of student’s. Teachers have to introduce many programs or seminar for the development of students. And through this seminar or programs teachers should provide the knowledge to the commerce students and increase their entrepreneurial skills.

Conclusions

Like any other field commerce stream is wider stream for the education. Education is essential for every student. Large Number of student’s choice the commerce fields for the education. Our education system is very backward system as compared foreign education system. Therefore, commerce students are facing many of challenges and problems. In commerce sector students have not knowledge about the outer world and market knowledge. For the increasing the capacity of students regarding the commerce education they demand tremendous skills and practical knowledge.
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